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“Once I struggled to walk unaided, now I could run 26.2 miles!”
Andrew Craig, finishing the Brighton Marathon for Different Strokes
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Different Strokes
Welcome to Newsletter number 46! Please feel free to contact us with
your comments and views, Survivor Stories, Ask The Expert Questions,
Lonely Hearts etc. If you have a book, CD, or anything else that you’d
like to review, or an issue or update that you’d like us to feature, please
get in touch! See the back cover for our contact details.
A big thank you as always to all of our volunteers who help in so many different
ways from giving their time and energy; sharing their expertise, personal experiences
and coping strategies to give hope and support to others; raising valuable funds for us;
helping to raise awareness of stroke in younger people, etc. A special mention goes to
Keith Wood who has recently retired as a Different Strokes trustee after 10 years of
hard work and dedication. During his 10 years Keith, a stroke survivor himself, took the
roles of Chair, Treasurer and Secretary and helped to steer the charity from its infancy
towards its 15th anniversary! We thank him for his sterling efforts and commitment to
the cause of younger stroke survivors. Our thanks also go Andrew Craig, Timothy
Evans and the colleagues of Sarah Ireland at Legal and General in Worthing.
There are many ways that you can get involved: If you’re interested in getting
involved with one of our local groups, see page 21 and contact Lorraine for more
information. And if you’d like to know more about raising funds for Different Strokes, Jo
would love to hear from you. See page 15 and the enclosed leaflet for more ideas.
Thank you to our focus group volunteers who are helping us to improve the
different sections of our information pack - We’d love to hear from you too if you are
a stroke survivor, the parent of a child stroke survivor, a carer, or a healthcare
professional working with younger stroke survivors. We’d particularly love to hear from
you if you have aphasia or cognitive difficulties. You may or may not have returned to
work. We want to hear from you in any event! You don’t have to be based in Milton
Keynes as we can send the information to you by email or post. If you are interested in
taking part, please email jodie@differentstrokes.co.uk or call the office for more details.
Your views are important and we value your input.
Finally, we are delighted to be celebrating our 15th anniversary this summer! Debbie
Wilson, our CEO, says:
We hope to meet as many of you as possible at our annual conference which
takes place on Saturday 15 October at Woodkirk Valley Country Club near to
Leeds (see page 15 and the enclosed booking form for more information).
Best wishes from all the Different Strokes Team
Eileen Gambrell, Newsletter Editor
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Fundraising Update
My name is Timothy and I’m 14. I cycled the Coast to Coast
in May to raise money for “Different Strokes.”
The reason that I did this very interesting and intrepid
adventure, when I have little stamina and I did no training, is
because of my amazing Gran. She died of a stroke last
year. I saw and read about people who have done amazing
feats to support a charity. For example I was watching a
program last Red Nose Day and I saw a famous comedian
who ran from John O’Groats
Timothy and his Dad
to Lands Ends and he raised
over one million pounds. It made me think that I too could do
something for charity.
The ride itself was absolutely incredible but also very tiring
for both me and my Dad. The first day was the toughest. I fell
off three times and ended up adjusting the bike saddle ten
times to make it stay straight. The first time I had to adjust
the saddle was whilst we were cycling out of Whitehaven, it
wasn’t the best day ever and the heat was exhausting.
The second day
was good, We
stayed the night in Keswick where I got my
rack and pedal replaced to stop me falling off.
It was by far the easiest day because it was
very flat. The third day, we crossed the
Pennines which was the hardest thing of all
because of the hard work trying to cycle (but
mainly pushing) up the hills.
The fourth and final day was the hottest and longest day, doing around 40 miles. Getting
into Newcastle was quite easy as it was fairly flat and not on the roads, it was mainly on
old train track. Just 10 and ½ miles from the finish my bike went over a large bump and
burst the tyre; it was the most disheartening thing ever. But luckily we managed to repair
it. Towards Tynemouth the signs started to get annoying as you’d see one that said 5
miles then after a mile or so the next sign would also say 5 miles. We began to wonder if
we’d ever get to the end!
To get there and raise around £850 was an amazing thing and the privilege of doing this
was just great. I have really enjoyed the experience.
By Timothy Evans, aged 14
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My Story - by Andrew Craig
The 28th of January 2009 is a date that is etched in our family mind. We had just returned
to the UK the week before from living in the USA, and were still living out of a suitcase. I
had had a very stressful job in New York which had taken a lot out of me emotionally and
mentally. Little did I know what the physical toll would be.
I was driving onto a roundabout when I had a strange buzzing sound in my head. I
remarked on this to Dawn, my wife, who immediately shouted “pull over, pull over”, which I
thought was a bit of an overreaction. To me, I was perfectly fine, but the left side of my
face had slumped and my speech was slurred. My left arm started to tingle and go numb
and then suddenly my leg jerked and hit the brake bringing the car to a halt. That’s when I
realised something was really wrong!
Dawn managed to get me into the passenger seat and drove like a “bat out of hell” to
hospital. Within 20 minutes of the first symptoms I was lying in A&E, wired up, being
violently sick whilst being examined by the doctors. I had double vision, no feeling down
my left side and was scared. A CT scan confirmed that I had had a Cerebral Infarction
which still came as a shock – I had kidded myself that it was all some sort of stress related
“brain scramble” and all it needed was a “reboot”. I
started to panic now!
While the doctors tried to decide whether to give me
a clot busting drug a strange feeling went through
my left side, rather like the tingling feeling you get
when you’ve slept on your arm and feeling starts to
return. Within a few minutes feeling had come back
– the clot must have cleared itself. What a feeling
of relief.
Fear is a strange motivator. I was convinced I could
fight it and retrain my mind and body. The following
day saw me stagger, with support, to the bathroom and around the ward, constantly
pushing myself.
Andrew’s support team: Rebecca

Three days later I was discharged into Dawn’s loving care and the friends we were staying
with. It’s times like this when real friendship comes to the fore. For the next couple of
weeks, I was constantly tired and slept for hours.
I was determined to get back to normal - I did the physio exercises, walked with my wife –
starting with the 200 yards to the end of the road and back, I wrote and typed (I couldn’t
write properly and was typing like an elephant!) and tried as many Sudoku exercises as I
could. I also started to diet – losing half a stone while in hospital was a helpful kick start!
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By March, the Consultant had signed me over to my GP. During that last meeting he told
me only 25% of his patients walk out of his office with no lasting damage – this and
reading the personal stories on the Different Strokes
website made me realise just how lucky I had been.
The walks progressed to short runs and in May 2010 I ran
a 10k fun run at my daughter’s school. The following
weekend, enthused by my success and a couple of
glasses of wine I entered the 2011 Brighton marathon.

a

During my training, I struggled to breathe properly when
pushing myself. I mentioned this to my GP and “as a
precaution given your history” she referred me to the
cardiologist. One angiogram later we found one of my
arteries was blocked. So in September 2010 I had an
angioplasty. However this and the winter weather meant that by March 2011, I was
behind schedule and struggling. With four weeks to go I needed to get some big
inspiration and quick. So I decided to ask some family and friends to sponsor me, to
publicly commit myself and force me over the last few miles.
On 9 April, I lined up with 10,000 other runners. It was a warm
sunny day and I quickly settled into a rhythm. The crowd was
amazing, shouting my name and encouraging me on. By 18
miles my legs were getting really sore, by 20 they were
screaming but by 24 the end was in sight and the pain didn’t
seem so bad.
Seeing the sign “200m to go”, the pain evaporated and I
crossed the finishing line in a time of 4 hours 48 minutes –
better than anything I’d hoped for. The feeling of joy and
accomplishment was unbelievable – it was all I could do to
stop myself bursting into tears. Once I struggled to walk unaided now I could run 26.2
miles. Not only that, I had raised an unbelievable £1,400 for Different Strokes. I was
lucky – I didn’t need their direct support but I wanted to help them help those who do.
Over the past year I have come to embrace what happened to me. Bizarrely I now see it
as a positive thing as it has changed my life for the better. I am now fitter, leaner and
much more relaxed as I have a job with a great deal less stress. I was given a second
chance, for which I thank God every day as there are so many people who don’t and I
don’t plan to waste it. I’ve already signed up for Brighton 2012.
[There are a lot of people who supported me through the hard times but special thanks go
to the medical staff at North Hampshire hospital and most importantly Dawn my wife
whose fast response and ambulance driving skills possibly saved my life]
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Exaggerated expression of emotion after stroke
- what causes it?
Humans are intensely social beings. One result of this is our great sensitivity
to the emotional state of those around us. Although we can, and very often
do, describe our inner mental states in words (“I am feeling sad”), subtle
changes in our facial expressions and body postures have already transmitted to those
around us what we are feeling.
The mark of a great actor is to be able to convey, without words, a wide range of emotions
when, of course, they are not remotely experiencing these emotions in their own minds. By
contrast, in our everyday lives we often spend effort in trying to control the expression of
our emotions – for instance, not laughing out loud when someone accidentally slips and
falls, when to be seen to laugh would be considered rude and insensitive.
An inability to control expression of emotion is socially disabling. Unfortunately,
exaggerated (pathological) expression of emotion after stroke is not uncommon. The
condition, variously known as ‘emotional lability’ or ‘pseudobulbar affect’, is characterized
by uncontrollable episodes of laughter or crying; and sometimes both at the same time.
These episodes may be triggered when little that is amusing or sad has just happened.
Paradoxically, these outward signs of extreme emotion are not accompanied by any inward
feeling of hilarity or distress. However, observers of these outbursts of apparent emotion
cannot help but respond, which may result in turn in reciprocal expressions of sympathy,
annoyance or puzzlement. This is, of course, a source of great embarrassment to the
patient, and unless it can be controlled with medicines the patient will increasingly avoid
social contacts.
Emotional lability as the result of neurological disease is not confined to stroke. It is seen in
conditions as diverse as Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis and motor neuron disease;
but as stroke is common, it is perhaps most often seen in patients who have had one or
more strokes. The control of emotions and their expression depends on higher centres in
the brain, but their final expression is under the control of deep centres in the brainstem, a
region that controls many other reflex or automatic functions, such as heart rate and
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breathing. If pathways from higher centres that inhibit emotional expression,
located in the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres, are damaged, then the
‘release’ of the lower centres results in the condition of emotional lability.
Emotional lability is typically associated with damage to pathways from both
sides of the brain, which means that patients who have only had a single
stroke to one side of the brain are unlikely to have this condition. It has, however, been
reported in patients who have had a first-ever stroke. Nevertheless, it is not unusual for
patients who have their first stroke resulting in obvious symptoms to have had previous
small strokes that either resulted in no symptoms or symptoms that were so mild that they
were dismissed by the patient as a transient ‘queer turn’. It would seem likely, therefore,
that emotional lability results from the accumulation of a number of strokes, smaller or
larger, that happen by chance to damage those pathways that we use to control and
regulate the normal expression of emotion.
It is easy for a doctor to diagnose this condition simply by observing a patient for long
enough. However, the overexpression of emotion may not be apparent during a relatively
short visit to a GP’s surgery or hospital doctor’s out-patient clinic. If the doctor doesn’t ask
about the symptoms, and the patient and carer are too embarrassed to mention their
occurrence, then the condition will go unrecognized. When this happens it is unfortunate,
because there are a number of medications that can do much to suppress the symptoms
without significant side effects.
The drugs most widely used come from those most often used in the treatment of
depression. However, emotional lability is not a symptom of depression, although its effect
on the patient’s social life may result in a secondary lowering of mood. Rather, this group
of drugs have effects on brain chemistry that are effective in reducing the symptom in at
least half those who receive a prescription.
Professor Richard Wise is a Consultant at Re:Cognition Health. He is a Neurologist at Imperial
College NHS Trust, Professor of Neurology at Imperial College and leads the Cognitive
Neuroimaging Group at the MRC Clinical Sciences Centre, Imperial College. He has particular
expertise in language and other cognitive sequelae of stroke.
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Why did I get involved in the United Kingdom
Stroke Forum Planning Committee (UKSF)?

Jim Currie, London SE
Group Coordinator

It all started with an email from Lorraine Ayres, Group Development
Manager at Different Strokes. I thought “I could do that, maybe I could
help make a difference”. It was the first time the UKSF would have a
service user (a stroke survivor to you and me!) on its planning committee.

The rationale behind my application was that I could sit and moan about
the way stroke is seen and dealt with by health care professionals and other parties, i.e. how
they don’t always see, listen or treat the condition from a stroke survivor’s point of view, or I
could try and do something about it. This isn’t to say that all treatment is bad, it’s not and
there are a lot of health care professionals out there doing great work in caring for survivors
but sometimes this is spread thinly across the UK and NI and despite what is said, there still
seems to be a post-code lottery as to what treatments are available across the country.
So being a typical Scotsman I thought it was time to put on my kilt with my best Mel Gibson
accent and let my voice be heard, expressing how I felt about the care and treatment of
stroke survivors - after all I’m the expert here, I’m the one who has had the stroke. I
completed the application and was invited for an interview and ‘yes’ I let my feelings be
known! To my surprise I was elected onto the planning committee.
The committee meets six times a year and enables you to put forward ideas on what you
think should be included in the conference from the survivor’s perspective. It’s one of the
biggest platforms that allows you as a stroke survivor to say what you think about the care
and treatment of stroke survivors, not just the bad but also the good practices that go on.
The conference also gives you the opportunity to run a session(s) on a topic you feel may
enhance the knowledge of stroke care; and participate in other sessions. The committee
members are very helpful and accepting of ideas on sessions you think could be included in
the conference and welcome your views on topics put forward by other members.
I’m coming to the end of my term on the committee and my last UKSF Conference is in
December. During my term I’ve organised and run several workshops and have spoken at
other sessions organised by fellow committee members. This has enhanced my knowledge
of stroke care and given me an opportunity to meet and share ideas with like minded people
whose primary concern is the wellbeing of stroke survivors and carers. But most of all it has
given me a better understanding of my own stroke and a realisation that there are a great
number of people out there who are working hard to understand why strokes happen, how
we can reduce the risks of having a stroke, and for better rehabilitation techniques and
equipment/ technology to enable us to have a better quality of life - and they need the help
and assistance of stroke survivors to enable them to do this.
Remember we are the experts....we’ve been through it. So if you want to make a difference,
send in your application – you have to be in it to win it.
By Jim Currie
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UK Stroke Forum
Scientific Conference Committee appointments
Can you help us?
The UK Stroke Forum conference, hosted by The Stroke Association, is the largest
annual UK Stroke Conference of the year. We are looking for Service Users to help plan
the content of the conference programme.



Do you have experience of stroke, as a stroke survivor, carer or family member,
or friend of a stroke survivor?



Do you have previous experience of working with committees?



Would you be able to identify areas where the involvement of service users would
enhance the UK Stroke Forum programme?

If so we would be interested in hearing from you.

We are seeking to recruit:
Two Service User Members who will attend 6 meetings a year and participate as
representatives on the Conference Planning Committee. Meetings are held at The
Stroke Association’s head office in London with some meetings taking place via
telephone. Membership of the Committee is unpaid however travel expenses and
necessary accommodation costs will be reimbursed.
How to apply
For further information, a copy of the role description and an application form please visit
www.ukstrokeforum.org or email ukstrokeforum@stroke.org.uk Tel: 0845 521 2505
Closing date for applications: Monday 12 September 2011
Interview date: Thursday 29 September 2011
at The Stroke Association, Stroke House, 240 City Road, London EC1V 2PR
Equal opportunity: It is UK Stroke Forum policy to provide equality of opportunity at all times. We do not
discriminate against people because of race, colour, ethnic origin, gender, age, sexual orientation, marital
status, religion and personal belief, or disability.
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Families and Children
Review of the DVD ‘Gilley the Giraffe....who changed’
I have just watched the DVD ‘Gilley the
Giraffe....who changed’, which is based upon a
young giraffe who suffered from Encephalitis and
helping him understand how it affected him. I too
suffered from Encephalitis and a subsequent stroke
in August 2010, so I know how he felt.

Gilley the Giraffe DVD Resource Pack

I watched this DVD with my 5 year old brother, Ethan,
and it made us talk about how I have changed and how
it has affected us as a family.

Calum and his mum Joe

I think the film is really beneficial and explains the illness
in a clear and jargon free way. It made me realise that it
is normal to feel the way I do and that memory loss,
frustration and irritability is to be expected. It shows the
positive approach by Gilley’s friends and family on
helping him come to terms with his illness and providing
him with simple strategies to make his life easier.

In addition to the DVD, there is another disc with interactive games involving Gilley and
his friends. Although, I thought the games were simple and easy to do, I do understand
that children are affected in different ways and for some, these games could be
considered difficult. However, it will give people an idea of how to present information to
children with an acquired brain injury.
Gilley’s friends have devised a great motto which I think sums it all up ....
‘Be brill to kids who are ill’
By Calum Quigley, aged 12
The Gilley the Giraffe DVD resource package
and additional book are available from the
Encephalitis Society website at http://
www.encephalitis.info/Info/Resources/
Publications/Children/GilleyResource.aspx or
call 01653 699 599. Different Strokes has a
free copy in the office - contact us for details.

If you’d like to review a book or CD for us, please get in touch. Or if you have any useful tips to
share with other readers, please do let us know - we love to hear from you!
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Each year several hundred children suffer a
stroke in the UK. The Child Stroke Support
Group is urging members of the public to sign its
petition for the creation of a national register of
children who have suffered a stroke. Having a
register will help to create statisitcs , document
causes and trends, and generally raise
awareness. For more information go to xxxxxx

In Memory of Sarah Ireland
Different Strokes would like to pass on a huge
thank you to staff at Legal & General in Hove for
raising the fantastic sum of £2657.98 in memory
of their valued colleague and friend, Sarah
Ireland.
Sarah sadly passed away in January at the age
of 37 following a stroke, leaving her husband
Dave and two young sons, Luke and Callum
aged 10 and 6. She was diagnosed with MS
Sarah with Luke and Callum
whilst aged 31 after finding out she was
pregnant for the second time. She had her good days and bad days but continued at work
and remained a happy and fun loving person despite all she had to deal with.
The stroke came out of the blue at the beginning of the year and was caused by clots on her
lungs which travelled to the brain; sadly it was followed by a second and fatal stroke shortly
afterwards. Dave very kindly nominated Different Strokes to receive the funds raised in
Sarah’s memory as he wanted to support a charity that helped with the rehab of younger
stroke survivors.
Sarah’s friend Ann, commented, “All of Sarah’s friends were delighted by how much we
raised, and I have to say it’s a reflection of everyone’s love of Sarah that we managed to
raise so much. We’re all absolutely delighted that it is going to make such a difference.”
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“I had a stroke in 2003 which was an Aneurysm/bleed at the
back of the head. I survived but not without the traditional
weaknesses. One of these is a sore tongue. This affects
everything, eating, sleeping, speech and more. Have you
heard of this complaint, or even better, can you advise me
what to do, or if I can do anything about it?

Pankaj Sharma
The pain is like a grazed knee on the tongue and roof of
Neurologist/Stroke Expert

I’ve had this condition for nearly eight years and it hasn't got any better or
worse. Please, please, please can you advise me!”
Thank you for your question. I am sorry you are having such problems. A stroke
can cause all sorts of unusual symptoms apart from the well recognised
weakness down one side of the body. Patients with a certain type of stroke can
complain of unusual types of painful sensory symptoms. However, your stroke
was in the 'back of the head' and this would not be a typical place for such
sensory symptoms. Notwithstanding the location of your stroke, if the symptoms
are due to it then there are drugs which can help. They tend to be derived from
the anti-epilepsy class of drugs and one of the commonest ones is Gabapentin.
Another possibility to consider is whether the ulcers in your mouth are in any way
related to the cause of your stroke. There is a rare condition where the two
symptoms can occur together and it is called Behcet's disease.

Ask the Expert

the mouth. When I feel low it gets on top of me and I
obviously could do without it. My GP can't see anything, and neither can
Guy's hospital who have only advised pain killers. They have likened it to an
amputee who can still feel his fingers even though they are not there. A hot
mouth syndrome has been ruled out, however it did start as ulcers on the tip
of the tongue which manifested into sores on the advice of a herbalist who
told me to avoid coffee and tomatoes. The change indicated to me that the
condition could be manipulated which is why I am seeking expert advice.

However, I do wonder whether your symptoms are stroke related at all. There are
many other causes of a sore tongue and they include metabolic abnormalities and
nutritional deficiencies (e.g. vitamins etc). If your GP is unable to get to the
bottom of your problems may I suggest you ask for a referral to the Ear Nose and
Throat (ENT) consultant at your local hospital. Wishing you well.
Please note that while our panel endeavours to give the best advice based on info
provided, it is always advisable to have a face-to-face consultation with a
practitioner about any health issue that concerns you. Comments expressed are
general in nature & are not intended to provide specific advice.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover
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“I am able to grip with my affected hand but struggle to let go. Can
you recommend any exercises or equipment to help?”

Many stroke survivors find that they can grip with their affected hand, but
struggle to let go. This is actually part of the recovery process. The most
important exercise is using your unaffected hand to gently open your
affected hand so that you gently stretch the muscles that close your hand.
If your hand closes immediately after you release it, you may need to
Jon Graham
Physiotherapist repeat this stretch a number of times, e.g. 15-25 stretches over 5 mins.

ARNI (Action for Rehabilitation from Neurological Injury) retails a device called the
Neurogripper which looks like a pair of hair-curling tongs. It’s held closed by elastic
bands. The user squeezes the handles against the resistance of the elastic bands.
When they relax their grip, the tension in the elastic bands helps to open the hand.
The resistance can be altered by placing the elastic bands in different positions
along the tongs. It’s available on-line at: www.arni.uk.com/PRODUCTS.html
Some stroke survivors have improved their ability to release their grip and recover
hand function using the Saeboflex. This is a custom-made hand splint that uses
springs to help open each finger separately. Whilst they are intended for home
exercise, you would need a Saeboflex-trained Physiotherapist or OT to assess you
and measure your hand for such a device. They would then provide you with a
tailored set of exercises. For further details: www.saebo.com
“I’ve had difficulty sleeping since my stroke at the start of the
year. My doctor has prescribed Zopiclone. I am wondering
though if you can prescribe a natural remedy that I can try?”

Ask the Expert

You can try placing a small hand weight (0.75 – 1.5 kilogram) in the palm of your affected
hand. Carefully supporting your wrist with your unaffected hand, see if you can grip the
dumbbell, then try to relax your grip against the weight of the dumbbell. Take care
not to drop the weight onto your foot or passing pets!

Sleeping problems are very common after stroke and include
difficulty in falling asleep, waking during the night or waking early in
the morning. Zopiclone is a sleeping tablet which works by making you fall
Wajid Qureshi asleep sooner and increasing the length of time spent sleeping. It is
Pharmacist
intended to be used for a maximum period of 4 weeks, but is often
prescribed for much shorter periods. Don’t take it for any longer than your doctor tells you
as your body could become dependent on it (i.e. addiction).
Natural remedies are a good suggestion but should again only be used as and when
needed. There is no risk of dependency, but these remedies are not intended for daily
intake. There are a variety available over the counter from pharmacies and health shops.
Always take them following instructions and do not double the dose.

Certain types of food can cause sleeping problems e.g. too much caffeine, having a late
meal. Anxiety can also be another cause so try to relax before going to sleep by reading or
listening to calming music. Gentle exercises and yoga/meditation can also improve sleep.
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Different Strokes 2011 Annual Conference
Saturday 15 October 2011
At Woodkirk Valley Country Club, Leeds Rd, Dewsbury,
West Yorkshire WF12 7JL
The theme is the “Hidden Side of Stroke”
Book Now!
A booking form is enclosed with this edition of the newsletter. Please complete and
return with your payment to the Different Strokes office to secure your place.
Alternatively, book online or download a booking form at the Different Strokes
website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk/conference.htm.
Tickets cost £20 for stroke survivors and family members and £40 for healthcare
professionals. The optional conference dinner provides the perfect end to the day.
For more information contact the Different Strokes office. We hope to see you there!

Cerebra has produced a free 10 page
leaflet entitled “An analysis of the specific
problems faced by siblings of children
with brain-related conditions”. It deals
with:






Parental influence
The effects of disability on the
sibling bond
Taking the positives from the
experience
Coping resources and sources of
support for siblings

Contact Cerebra for a copy on 0800 328
1159 or via the Cerebra website at
www.cerebra.org.uk.
Advertisement
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Book Reviews
Running Free by Kate Allatt
At the age of 39, Kate Allatt was a busy working mother of 3 who
was about to launch her own online digital marketing business.
She was fit and active with no medical worries so when an A & E
doctor prescribed Co-codamol for a migraine she went home
and tried to relax. Just four hours later she suffered a massive
brainstem stroke resulting in a 50/50 chance of survival.
As a result of the stroke Kate was in a medically induced coma
for 3 days and when she came round it was discovered that she
had ‘locked –in syndrome’, a condition whereby she was literally
locked in her own body, unable to move, talk or swallow.
Doctors warned her family that if she survived she’d never walk or talk again. For three
weeks nobody knew Kate could hear everything the doctors and nurses were saying
and it was only by chance that her husband asked her to blink twice if she could
understand what he was saying.
Thankfully, through sheer determination and bloody mindedness Kate survived and her
book, Running Free is a record of her thoughts, feelings and observations of how the
NHS deals with a stroke survivor. It also highlights the very real situation that the Allatts
found themselves in when Mark, Kate’s husband, finds himself forced to become a
single parent whilst working and keeping three children in some sense of a normal life.
Kate’s sense of humour shines throughout the book and you soon find yourself cheering
on every achievement, however small as though Kate were an old friend. Eight months
later, Kate walked out of hospital and had relearnt how to talk and swallow.
The book should be on the reading list of every doctor, nurse and support worker
working within a neurological unit. Few people survive or come out of LIS so valuable
lessons can be learnt from what Kate has been through. As a fellow strokee, I found it
a fascinating read and couldn’t put it down. I would recommend the book to anyone,
regardless of whether you have been affected by stroke, as the book is a real feel good
story, with lots of ups and downs throughout but one that ultimately proves with
determination, the support of family and friends and a good rehabilitation team there is
life after a stroke.
Published by Accent Press - £9.99. ISBN – 9781908006646
Review by Linda Compton
Different Strokes readers can order a copy of Running Free at a special discount
rate of £7.99 (plus free P+P). Saving £2 off the cover price of £9.99. Contact the
order line at Accent Press Ltd on 01443 710930 or visit www.accentpress.co.uk
and quote the special code stroke20.
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Managing Fatigue after brain injury
Headway Publication by Jacqui Cooper & Donna Malley
The opening paragraphs for me give the perfect definition of Fatigue
and what it feels like for the majority of sufferers. Like stroke itself, it
has varying manifestations and no two cases are exactly alike. What
is common is the way it can affect the way the sufferer thinks, feels
and what they do, which can make previous roles and daily activities
more difficult and can contribute to people becoming socially isolated.
The booklet describes “Triggers to fatigue”, and how to “Manage your
fatigue”, including how this may affect your mood. It gives tips on how
to recognise your own personal triggers and to put coping strategies
in place. It advises you to pace yourself and have realistic
expectations. The booklet also highlights the importance of sleep, exercise, nutrition and
hydration, medication, environment and cognitive (thinking) strategies and how managing these
will help you deal with you fatigue.
I’m over 11 years into being a stroke survivor and thought I knew loads about fatigue, but this
booklet told me things I didn’t know and clarified a lot of things I suspected. An informative read
with realistic suggestions no miracle cure but lots of useful suggestions.
Review by Genise Turnbull

Memory Problems after brain injury
Headway Publication by Prof Barbara A Wilson OBE
Now two years since my brain injury, I’m at the stage of wanting to
understand more about how my brain works and what’s going on up
there! So I was very pleased to see this Headway booklet,
particularly as memory problems are a big issue for me and things
that were initially explained have long since gone!
As someone who struggles to process detail, I was worried I’d
struggle to concentrate on 20 pages of information. However, the
booklet was beautifully laid out – both clear and simple.
It started with a chapter on the different elements of memory – the types of memories that are
initially taken into the ‘in tray’, how long they’re stored for, how they’re filed away and how
they’re retrieved. I found it both shocking and reassuring to consider how complex memory is
and how it isn’t a simple issue of being continually ‘absent minded!’
Further pages focussed on amnesia and why memory is such a common problem following
brain injury. And then followed advice on ways of coping with poor memory e.g. keeping
information simple and writing lists. As per usual I was hoping for a golden solution to my
problems! Sadly, I found the advice, although useful and well written, wasn’t anything other
than the common sense I’ve used through life. However, it’s always useful to have these things
reinforced! It also included a list of further reading and useful contacts.
Overall, a useful booklet that I will store away for future use – so long as I remember it’s there!
Review by Chloe Kegg

Books cost £3.50 and are available from www.headway.org.uk or call 0808 800 2244.
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‘It will never happen to me!’
‘In an instant, my life was changed forever.’ These
words are typical of the thousands of people across
the UK living with the effects of acquired brain injury.
We all think ‘it will never happen to me’, but the truth
is that a brain injury can be sustained by anyone at
any time – and the effects can be devastating.
Each year, around one million people
visit accident and emergency units in
the UK following a head injury. While for
most the symptoms will not have a
lasting effect, an estimated 500,000
people of working age are living with the
effects of traumatic brain injury. When
you factor in the number of people who
suffer strokes and other neurological
conditions, the task facing charities
helping those affected by brain injury
becomes clear.
Headway – the brain injury association is the national charity that works to improve life
after brain injury. Through its network of more than 100 groups and branches across the
UK it provides support, services and information to brain injury survivors, their families
and carers.
The groups and branches are lifelines to those whose lives have been changed forever by
brain injury, whether traumatic, such as a road traffic accident, fall or assault, or through
other forms of injury, including strokes, tumours or aneurysms.
“At Headway, our primary aim is to try to improve life after brain injury,” explained Luke
Griggs, Communications Manager at the charity. “The help we provide is extensive and
varied. Dedicated teams of staff and volunteers at our centres provide physical and
cognitive rehabilitation programmes to help people to relearn basic skills.
“At the other end of the spectrum, the social outings and monthly support meetings for
carers, for example, provide lifelines for people whose lives have been changed forever.
As well as providing physical, cognitive and social rehabilitation and support
programmes, the charity runs a freephone nurse-led helpline and has an award-winning
range of publications. The library of booklets and factsheets produced by Headway
offers practical advice on a range of issues associated with life after brain injury,
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including topics for survivors such as
returning to work and managing anger.
There is also information available for family
members and carers.
The quality of Headway’s booklets has
been recognised by the British Medical
Association (BMA), with Managing fatigue
after brain injury being named BMA Patient
Information Resource of the Year in 2009,
while the 2010 awards saw a number of
Headway publications receiving ‘highly commended’ status.
The charity’s website contains a range of
factsheets, which are free to download. The
factsheets cover topics such as coping with
memory problems and decision making, while
there are two factsheets on managing anger –
one directed at individuals and the other
providing tips for family members.
“We are dedicated and committed to providing
to providing high-quality materials – both in
print and on our website – to help those affected by brain injury,” said Luke. “The
booklets and factsheets give vital information to enable people to understand what has
happened and how they can try to rebuild their lives.
“When your whole life is turned upside down, you need help from people who
understand what you’re going through, which makes our information library and nurseled helpline such important services.
“The helpline enables us to provide guidance and direction to people, while also
answering symptomatic enquiries when possible. For many people, knowing there is
someone available to talk to who understands what they’re going through can make a
huge difference in their lives.”
Brain injury can devastate the lives of individuals and their families. But with the help of
Headway, there can be life after brain injury.

For more information on Headway or brain injury, or to download free factsheets, visit
www.headway.org.uk. Alternatively call the nurse-led helpline on 0808 800 2244 or
email helpline@headway.org.uk.
Headway, Bradbury House, 190 Old Bagnall Road, Old Basford, Nottingham NG6 8SF
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Group Development - Regional Update
Despite the difficult economic climate I’m pleased we still have a
constant level of interest from people wanting to set up new Different
Strokes exercise and support groups, including recent enquiries from
Nottingham, Sheffield, and Manchester. Also with the help of one
fantastic volunteer we’ve recently opened a new Different Strokes
group in Watford so a warm welcome goes out to them.
In May this year Different Strokes was extremely fortunate to secure a grant from the Peter
Harrison Foundation for start up funding to get a total of 13 new exercise groups up and
running over the next 3 years. This is excellent news and we are really grateful for their
support and also very pleased to be in a position to provide seed funding to pay for venue
costs and an exercise instructor for several months to encourage these new groups.
Examples of locations where new groups are needed include: Blackpool, Cardiff, Derby,
Doncaster, Dundee, Edinburgh, Exeter, Kent, Liverpool, Stafford, York. If you live in
these towns or cities, or in other areas where there isn’t a Different Strokes group and you
think that stroke survivors and carers would benefit from regular exercise and support then
please get in touch with me.
Just some of the benefits of attending regular exercise classes if you’ve suffered a stroke
include: improvements to function, balance and co-ordination which can assist with daily
activities and so increase levels of independence. Also stroke survivors who regularly
attend exercise which is tailored to their needs tell us they enjoy the exercise because they
have fun, and it provides an opportunity to share experiences with others.
Volunteering for Different Strokes is interesting, rewarding and fulfilling and you never know
where it might lead! Without volunteers coming forward to offer their services the Different
Strokes exercise and support groups would not exist. Existing Volunteer Coordinators for
Different Strokes groups get involved with all sorts of activities related to running the group
as well as campaigning and working with the NHS and other organisations to promote
better health and social care provisions for stroke.
If you have a few hours per week to spare and might be interested in getting involved in a
fulfilling and rewarding role, why not make contact with me so we can discuss how you go
about setting up a Different Strokes exercise and support group.

Lorraine Ayres: lorraine@differentstrokes.co.uk, 0845 130 7172 / 01908 317618
Different Strokes offers its sincere condolences to members of the North London group who have
recently lost two of their greatly valued longstanding members Henrietta Search and Lakshman
Sarkar. Our thoughts are with the family and friends of those affected at this sad time. Please
see the North London page on our website at www.differentstrokes.co.uk for detailed obituaries.
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You survived your stroke. You’ve rebuilt your
life. So what now?
Experts and researchers agree the single greatest source of happiness
in your life is love and finding a partner to enjoy the rest of your life
with. But love and attraction is hard enough pre-stroke. What about
post-stroke? How do you bounce back and find love?
First, learn how to deal with rejection. Strokes destroy 50% of
Sam van Rood
relationships, so if you’ve lost a person you loved you’ve got to heal that
wound before you move on. Soldiers traumatised by war and plagued by flashbacks and
mental pain use EMDR (Eye-movement desensitisation and reprocessing) therapy to
help recover. A broken heart is a major trauma and you can do the same.
Second, put aside a weekly budget of time and money. Economists have calculated that
a partner is worth over £100,000 a year, so to find one you have to accept you will invest
time and money in finding something so valuable.
Third, you need to look good. Invest in clothes that make you look and feel attractive.
For instance, men and women who need adapted clothes can have smart clothes from
high street shops inexpensively elasticated by dry cleaners. You don’t have to wear
tracksuit bottoms just because you’ve had a stroke!
Fourth, ask friends to play cupid. You’d be surprised at how many eligible singles your
friends might know.
Fifth, remember that happiness is attractive. Do things that make you feel good. Have
fun with your friends, take a bath, watch your favourite films. Focus on the bright spots.
Join Action for Happiness. What makes you happiest in your life? Do it again and do it
regularly. You can still be attractive. After my stroke, I was worried people would just
see me my disability, but when I open my eyes women still flirt with me and fancy me.
You have to be open to being loved to find love.
Sixth, fake it till you make it. People believe what they see. Concentrate on positive
body language, such as standing tall, puffing out your chest and smiling at people when
you meet them. Be proud of who you are. As a survivor, you are a strong and
extraordinary person. If you look confident, people will react to you well, making you feel
confident and attractive and creating a self-reinforcing positive cycle.
Seventh, look for love in the right places. The best place to start is around people who
understand and accept stroke and what has happened to you. Make sure you go to your
local Different Strokes group and if there’s no talent there, try groups further afield. Make
the effort to go to friends’ parties where you are known and accepted. This is a great
place to be introduced to new people who will see the new dating ‘you’ with fresh eyes.
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Eighth, be persistent. Just like physiotherapy, finding a partner takes time and a lot of
consistent, focused effort. Use some of the same mental techniques. Set goals. Break up
the task into small pieces.
Finally, celebrate every win. Finding love can be hard work, so you need to constantly
reward yourself when you succeed. Celebrate every small success. If you’re brave enough
to talk to someone you fancy at a party, reward yourself afterwards with a treat. Something
as simple as a chocolate bar. Congratulate yourself internally. Say ‘well done, that was
brave and you succeeded’.
Before my stroke, it took me ten years of focused effort, with many successes and failures,
to finally find the person whom I love with all my heart. Good luck and the effort will be
worth it in the end. Flirting and dating is a skill like riding a bike. Prepare yourself!
Sam Van Rood
Notes: You can find an EMDR therapist at www.emdrassociation.org.uk
Action for Happiness is an organisation that teaches people practical ways to increase
their happiness www.actionforhappiness.org
Sam van Rood is a published expert on flirting, dating and body
language. He suffered a massive stroke in March 2009 and is
extremely grateful for the pivotal support that Different Strokes Central
London gave him during his recovery.

We have a number of free copies of Sam’s book “Successful Flirting”
to give away to the first people who call or email:
“I thought Successful Flirting was a fun and informative read with lots of tips
for flirting and it explains where we often go wrong. It also gives an insight into the
differences between flirting and signals in men and women. An enjoyable read!” JM

Send your name and address and answer to the question ‘What is the colour of Sam
van Rood’s book Successful Flirting?’ plus your tips for finding love after a stroke
to lauren.davis@hoddereducation.co.uk or call Lauren on 020 7873 6464 and
mention Different Strokes. The competition closes on 31/08/11.

Lonely Hearts
“Dear Lonely Hearts ...
LINK 105 : Hiya, I’m Sharon. I had a stroke and have Aphasia.
I’d like to meet new people and have fun. West Midlands.”
If you’d like to make contact, please email links@differentstrokes.co.uk putting code 105 in
the subject bar, or write to Link Code 105, Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court,
Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes MK12 5NF.
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Different Strokes was established in 1996 by younger stroke survivors for younger
stroke survivors.
Different Strokes aims to enable younger stroke survivors to optimise their physical
and psychological recovery, take control of their own lives, regain as much
independence as possible and move on to live a full, active and fulfilled life.
Contact us:
Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court, Wolverton Mill,
Milton Keynes MK12 5NF

01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172

info@differentstrokes.co.uk
Website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk—visit our message board to make contact
with other members, offer advice and share tips and strategies for coping and
maximising recovery. Also visit the website to download copies of our info pack
Follow the link from our website to the Different Strokes group on
Facebook and make online friends and share experiences
Follow Different Strokes on Twitter at @diffstrokes
Exercise Classes: to find your nearest Different Strokes exercise class please
contact us or visit www.differentstrokes.co.uk and see Regional Information
If you’re sending Christmas cards why not support Different
Strokes at the same time? It seems very early to be thinking
about Christmas, but by the time you receive our next
newsletter you may already have bought your cards.
You should have received details of our Christmas cards
with this newsletter, but if not contact the office to see the
range and order at www.differentstrokes.co.uk/shop.
All profits support younger stroke survivors.

